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ABSTRACT
When you type a question in Google search or any other main stream
search engine, it goes through its records to find out what other people have
found important about the topic. Classic picture search essentially works the
same. It goes over what other people have said is in the image, and tries to
come up with a window full of selected pictures. The approach is restricted as
it selects only from pictures which have been annotated properly.
Some picture sets are accurately annotated: photo stock, art collections,
medical images. The owners have taken the time and the expertise to annotate
them. These images are suitable mostly for text-based picture search. There are
many more reasons why pictures are not annotated. Some picture sets are too
big, no one would label all pictures from surveillance cameras.
We aim to discover the content of images from the digital data of the picture alone. How on earth is a computer capable of converting digital camera
recordings to a notion what is on the picture? How does it know how a boat
looks like a boat, when there are so many different types and so many different views? And what is harder to recognize, a fork or a knife? A glass or a
plate? We will show how a computer can learn to recognize objects from examples without knowing anything from physics of the object.
In the talk we will discuss these exiting methods for searching an arbitrary
image for a general audience, what can and cannot be expected from image
search engines in the near future.
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